
2018-2019 Morgan Academy

Football EMP 
Coaches responsibilities: 

Emily/Sarah Mitchell- Dial 911, get player contact, 
get AED off of peg board in coaches office. Direct 
other water girls in the event of an emergency.  

Walker- Meet ambulance out front and direct to 
player. 

Bonds- Clear area for ambulance and direct in unless 
player is in locker room for heat stroke. 

Thacker- Perfrom CPR/USE AED in the event its 
needed.  



Football EMP  
-AED IS ALWAYS LOCATED IN COACHES OFFICE. IT WILL BE HANING UP ON THE 
CORK BOARD ALONG WITH PLAYER CONTACT AND KNOWN ALLERGERIES 

-In the event of a HEAT STROKE, the position coach will stop practice by 

using a series of whistle blows and emergency protocol will go in place: Water girl (1) will dial 
911, get player contact info from coaches office and have AED ready. Water girl (2/3/4) will fill 
ice bags to be placed under the players groin, arm pits, neck , and back. Coach Bonds will begin 
initiative to move player into locker room (ice bath would be ideal) and keep a cooling fan over 
the player. Coach Lewis will be at front gate waiting to direct the ambulance in. Coach Thacker 
will perform CPR if player has stopped breathing. Water girl (1) will also have AED ready. If 
players goes into seizures, DO NOT move the player or give them water. If the player begins to 
vomit, Coach Thacker, Lewis, or Bonds will turn player onto his/her side.  

 

-In the event that a player becomes UNRESPONSIVE because of heart 

attack, reaction, etc, the position coach will stop practice by a series of whistle blows and 
emergency protocol will go in place: Water girl (1) will dial 911, get player contact and info 
from coaches office and have AED ready. Water girl (2/3/4) will assist in contacting parents and 
getting the AED setup. Coach Bonds will clear the area for the ambulance to arrive. Coach Lewis 
will meet the ambulance out front and direct them to the player. Coach Thacker will begin CPR 
and use of AED if necessary. . If players goes into seizures, DO NOT move the player or give 
them water. If the player begins to vomit, Coach Thacker, Lewis, or Bonds will turn player onto 
his/her side.  

 

-In the even that a player has a Neck Injury, the position coach will stop practice 

by a series of whistle blows and emergency protocol will go in place: DO NOT MOVE THE 
INJURED PLAYER OR REMOVE ANY GEAR INCLUDING SHOULD ER PADS.  Water 
Girl (1) will dial 911, get player contact info from coaches office and have AED ready. Water 
girl (2/3/4) will assist in contacting parents and getting the AED setup. Coach Bonds will clear 
the area for the ambulance to arrive. Coach Lewis will meet the ambulance out front and direct 
them to the player. Coach Thacker will stabilize the head in the position found unless cpr is 
required. Refer to unresponsive and seizure protocol if needed.  




